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Abstract

In speech and language processing, information about the errors
made by a learning system is commonly used to assess and im-
prove its performance. Because of high computational complexity,
the context of the errors is usually either ignored, or exploited in
a simplistic form. The complexity becomes tractable, however,
for phone recognition because of the small lexicon. For phone-
based systems, an exhaustive modeling of local context is possible.
Furthermore, recent research studies have shown phone recogni-
tion to be useful for several spoken language processing tasks.
In this paper, we present a mechanism which learns patterns of
context-sensitive errors from ASR-output aligned with the “true”
phone transcriptions. We also show how this information, en-
coded as a context-sensitive weighted transducer, can provide a
modest improvement to phone recognition accuracy even when no
transcriptions are available for the domain of interest.

1. Introduction
Understanding the pattern of errors typical for a learning system
provides insight into the learning process and can improve its re-
sults [3, 7, 8]. In [3] a transformation-based error-driven learning
method was proposed that utilizes a confusion matrix to perform
tagging correction by learning a set of correction rules. A similar
approach was used in [7] to disambiguate the output of a word rec-
ognizer. However, this method did not make use of context and the
size of ambiguity sets was restricted to two words. Even though
many error correction mechanisms do exploit context [3, 5], they
don’t estimate all context-sensitive confusion probabilities, whose
number for a lexicon of size N rises to N4 even if only the imme-
diate left and right contexts are considered. Instead they encode
the context with a small number of features [5]. The ambiguity
sets are also typically downsized drastically. Error correction with
exhaustive local context modeling becomes manageable, however,
when dealing with phone-based systems, where the lexicon size is
∼50 rather than thousands.

Recent work has demonstrated that phones are a serious al-
ternative to words in certain spoken language processing tasks
[10, 2]. In [2] phone recognition followed by topic classification
has been shown to produce classification rates comparable to the
traditional word-based approach; in our latest experiments we also
obtained similar results by using approximate matching of acous-
tic morphemes, a technique first introduced in [6]. As a result,
the reliability of a phone recognizer becomes important. In this
paper we present a method for modeling the behavior of the phone
recognizer under the influence of local string context and for using
this information to improve phone recognition accuracy.

The application vehicle we chose for this work is telephony
speech services, where speech recognition components must be
adapted quickly to new or altered services, so it is desirable for
the developer not to rely on the availability of transcriptions for
training new tasks. In [2] a method for unsupervised training of
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ne recognizer was introduced which iteratively recognizes
eech and re-estimates the language model. Here we focus

e situation where transcriptions for some other domain are
ble. We show how this additional data can be employed to
ve phone error rate in the domain of interest. To achieve
provement, we post-correct ASR-output, by passing it to a
ucer which performs a number of context-sensitive phone

ctions (substitutions, deletions, insertions).
he results of a cross-domain evaluation of this algorithm in-
a 4% relative reduction in phone error rate, whereby the
is most prominent in the insertion rate which decreases by

2. Transductional model of ASR
oal is to develop a mechanism for describing ASR behavior

mproving its performance on speech data. Given a spoken
nce S, the phone recognizer outputs a phone sequence Sasr.
ose now that there is an oracle telling us what the ideal (undis-
) representation of S should be; we call this phone string
. In this case we can describe ASR behavior in terms of a
ormation between Strue and Sasr:

ASR(Strue) = Sasr. (1)

n the other hand we might consider the inverse task of recov-
the “true” phone string Strue based on the recognized string
In this case the transformation will be:

ASR−1(Sasr) = Strue. (2)

ince the major part of the discussion in this section doesn’t
d on which of these two ways is explored, we will use no-
input string SI for the argument of the transformation and

t string SO for its result, instead of Strue and Sasr.
ypically we distinguish among four basic types of phone
ormations: identity, substitution, deletion and insertion. We
ese transformations phone mappings.
uppose, we have reached position i in the string SI and pro-
j − 1 phones in string SO. Now the following phone map-
are possible:

identity: take phone SI
i as the next phone in SO (SO

j :=

SI
i ) and advance by one position in both strings;

substitution: same as identity, but instead of SI
i emit some

other phone;

deletion: advance in SI without emitting anything to SO;

insertion: emit some phone to SO and advance in this
string, but not in SI.

we introduce the empty symbol ε, all four mappings can
itten in the same way: a � b, where a (the left side of the
ing) and b (its right side) may not be ε at the same time.



One way to characterize ASR behavior is to estimate the prob-
abilities of such mappings. Each phone mapping produces at most
one phone in the output string SO, leaving the previously gener-
ated phones unchanged, but in the general case they depend on the
entire input string1 SI, which we call the mapping context, so that
we can write the mapping in context as a� b/SI. If we ignore the
influence of context completely, then the result of estimation will
be a set of probabilities P (a� b|a) for each pair of phones (a, b).
This approximation assumes that the probability of mapping a into
b remains constant no matter where in the string a occurs. Esti-
mation of the well known confusion matrix relies on this kind of
approximation. However, this type of description is not adequate,
since recognition of a particular phone is significantly affected by
its local neighborhood in the acoustic stream [9].

This leads us to a less rough approximation with four phones
that have impact on the mapping probability: the input and output
phones of the mapping and also the two symbols adjacent to the
input phone in SI. Such mappings we will denote a � b/c d,
with c as the left context of a in SI and d its right context.

Now, if there are N phones in our lexicon, the set of estimated
probabilities will comprise O(N4) entries. In fact, if no insertions
were possible, we would only have O(N3) distributions, with
stochastic conditions:

∑

x

P (a� x/c d|cad) = 1.0, ∀c, a, d. (3)

The presence of insertions makes the situation a little more com-
plicated. Let the input string be SI = a0a1 . . . aT−1aT and the
current position in this string t. The next mapping will be either
substitution or deletion of at in context at−1 at+1 or insertion in
context at at+1. Thus, at each point of time we not only have
competing mappings in the same context, but also competing con-
texts:

∑

x

P (at � x/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) +

∑

x

P (ε� x/at at+1|at−1atat+1) = 1.0. (4)

The problem with this formula is that we wish to avoid maintain-
ing statistics for insertions conditioned on two phones in the left
context (as opposed to only one in P (ε� x/at at+1|atat+1)).

Let P̄ (sd(c)/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) denote the probabil-
ity of doing insertion in context at at+1 (i.e. not a substitution
or deletion of at in context at−1 at+1), given at−1atat+1, and
P̄ (ins /at at+1|atat+1) the probability of doing substitutions or
deletions of at in context y at+1 with an arbitrary y (i.e. not an
insertion in context at at+1), given atat+1. Then, we can split
(4) in two:

∑

x

P (at � x/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) +

P̄ (sd(at)/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) = 1.0; (5)

∑

x

P (ε� x/at at+1|atat+1)+P̄ (ins /at at+1|atat+1) = 1.0.

(6)
We will see in the next section how the probabilities participating
in these formulae can be estimated.

1An obvious extension is to make the mappings dependable on at least
some part of SO as well.
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3. Estimation and encoding of phone
mapping probabilities

Training phone mapping probabilities

s section we show how to estimate the probabilities of phone
ings in context so that the probability of a transformation of
put corpus into the output corpus (both sequences of phone
s) is maximized. We use the EM algorithm to estimate the
bilities of phone mappings. During the expectation step we
e counters γ of occurrences of phone mappings in contexts.
utline of the expectation step is presented below2:

L a, b, c, d : ¬(a = b = ε)
� b/c d|cad) := 0

a �= ε
N γ̄(sd(a)/c d|cad) := 0
E γ̄(ins /c d|cd) := 0
= 0 . . . T, v = 0 . . . V
= αt−1,v−1P (at � bv/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1)βt,v/αT,V

= αt−1,vP (at � ε/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1)βt,v/αT,V

= αt,v−1P (ε� bv/at at+1|atat+1)βt,v/αT,V

� bv/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) += γs

� ε/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) += γd

� bv/at at+1|atat+1) += γi

(at)/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1) += γi

s /at at+1|atat+1) += γs + γd

here forward and backward probabilities αt,v and βt,v are
ed for each pair (t, v) successively. For instance, the itera-

ormula for αs is:

+= αt−1,v−1 ∗ P (at � bv/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1)

+ αt−1,v ∗ P (at � ε/at−1 at+1|at−1atat+1)

+ αt,v−1 ∗ P (ε� bv/at at+1|atat+1). (7)

uring the maximization step, probabilities of all phone map-
are re-estimated:

a� b/c d|cad) := γ(a�b/c d|cad)∑
x γ(a�x/c d|cad)+γ̄(sd(a)/c d|cad)

;

ε� b/c d|cd) := γ(ε�b/c d|cd)∑
x γ(ε�x/c d|cd)+γ̄(ins /c d|cd)

.

(8)

Specificity versus robustness

the number of phones in our dictionary N , we have to esti-
N3 different context-dependent probability distributions (or
4) context-dependent probabilities). Even with a moderate
er of phones used (in our experiment N = 43), the amount of
ractically available is not sufficient to estimate all context-
dent probabilities reliably. To alleviate this problem, we
olate among contexts with different degrees of specificity.

ider phone mappings: a� x/c d; for each x its probability
e computed as a linear combination:

� x/c d) = wfP (a� x/c d) + wlP (a� x/c ∗) +

wrP (a� x/ ∗ d) + wnP (a� x/ ∗ ∗) + wz
1

N
, (9)

f + wl + wr + wn + wz = 1.0 and wildcard “*” standing
y symbol. In this case, before interpolation can be done, four
ization processes must be performed in parallel. In our ex-
ents we used the following weights: wf = 0.5, wl = wr =
wn = 0.09, wz = 0.01. Also, a subsequent probability
alization is required to make sure the stochastic conditions
t violated. Additionally, we do not allow the probabilities of
appings to fall below a certain small threshold.

e assume at = ε ∀t < 0, t > T .



b : b/P (b� b/a a)

ε : b/P (ε� b/a b)
ε : a/P (ε� a/b a)
ε : b/P (ε� b/b a)

b : a/P (b� a/a a)

ab ba
b : ε/P (b� ε/a a)

ε : a/P (ε� a/a b)

Figure 1: Simple coding of phone mapping probabilities as a
weighted FSM; fragment from an FSM for a two symbol alphabet.

3.3. Encoding the probabilities as a transducer

After running the EM algorithm, the estimated probabilities of the
phone mappings in context are encoded as a transducer. Each state
of this transducer is marked by a pair of phones that can follow each
other in the corpus. Arcs connecting two states ab and bc sharing
one middle phone b perform substitutions of b in the context a c,
and loops from the state ab perform insertions in context a b (see
Figure 1). In fact, in our experiments we use a somewhat more
complex encoding which allows an insertion in context to be more
probable than its absence.

Depending on whether the transducer models ASR or ASR−1

we will call it the Distortion or the Correction Transducer.

4. Improving Phone Accuracy
In this section we show how the Correction Transducer obtained in
the way described above can be used to improve the phone recog-
nition accuracy. Suppose that we have two corpora from different
domains and that for one corpus transcriptions are available.

Since the task of manually producing phone transcriptions is
hardly feasible for large amounts of speech data, we resort to word
transcriptions created by human labelers and transduce them to the
phone level by taking the most probable dictionary pronunciation
for each word3. This is certainly different from employing the
ideal phone transcriptions but two factors justify our choice: even
human labelers have difficulty reaching a consensus when asked
to produce the phone transcription of a speech signal [4]; in our
experiments the results of utterance classification on phone tran-
scriptions produced as just noted significantly outperformed those
obtained with ASR.

The training scheme along with the testing strategy (or appli-
cation at run-time) are presented in Fig. 2.

During the first step, the phone recognizer is trained on the
audio data from the training corpus (domain of interest). Then,
we recognize the training corpus from another domain, for which
manual transcriptions are available. Using the pairs recognized-
utterance/transcribed-utterance for the second domain, we train
the Correction TransducerF representing transformation ASR−1.
At run-time we recognize the incoming utterance with the same
recognizer obtaining phone string S, and then apply F as follows:

Ŝ = S ◦ F , (10)

S and Ŝ being linear FSM representations of S and its corrected
version Ŝ.

5. Experiments
For our experiments we used data from two telephony domains:

1. Domain of interest: a corpus of prescription related re-
quests to a pharmaceutical company made over the phone:

3In the reported experiments we use a TTS system to produce phone
transcriptions from word transcriptions.
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e 2: Training ASR and Correction Transducer and their role
one recognition.

P-train (∼15K), P-test (5K). The latter provided with tran-
scriptions to measure the phone accuracy (see below).

Transcription Domain: HMIHY, a collection of utter-
ances made by callers to the AT&T Customer Service num-
ber. Two subsets were distinguished: H-train (∼25K utter-
ances) and H-test (∼3K); transcriptions were available for
both;

sed P-train to train a 5-gram phonotactic model for phone
nition as described in [2]. After that, H-train utterances were
to train the Correction/Distortion Transducers.
n informative intrinsic criterion of the goodness of phone
ing probability estimators is the changes of the final forward
bility αT,V over iterations. Figure 3 shows how the average
-normalized probability of transforming ASR-output into
riptions changes for the training (H-train) and test (H-test)
ra. We see that, when context is taken into account, we are
o model the ASR-behavior much more precisely than when
mappings are considered without regard to context4.

Diagnostic tool

istortion Transducer estimated as described in Section 3.1
e used to illustrate the behavior of the phone recognizer and
plify typical mistakes it makes.

Table 1 we present some of the most probable non-identity
mappings accounted for by this transducer (in ARPAbet

ols) :

phone mapping probability example

ax → ey/uw hh 0.88 speak to a human
ax → ae/ng d 0.76 mailing address

t → d/r ih 0.59 started
k → ε/s t 0.86 asked

ih → ε/r d 0.78 hundred

1: Some of the most probable (and frequent) phone trans-
tions from transcriptions to ASR-output.

e see that the ASR tends to confuse phonetically similar
s like t and d, ax and ae, and omit several other phones.

he test corpus is more challenging for ASR because it contains only
dialog utterances; these are much longer on average than the training
s utterances which include many instances of short utterances like
and “No”.
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Figure 3: Average length-normalized log-probability of the trans-
formation Transcription→ASR; cases of context-sensitive and
context-independent optimization.

However this misrecognition is not persistent throughout differ-
ent contexts, but is often restricted to the cases of coarticulation
phenomena like undershoot, and is not present in the phonetically
simple cases. For instance, in context iy aa (as in “AT&T-card”)
k is recognized 100 percent of the time. For future studies, it may
also be interesting to compare the results obtained to recognition
mistakes made by humans [1].

5.2. Correcting ASR-output

Similar statistics can be collected when training the Correction
Transducer to reflect the inverse transformation ASR−1. Exam-
ples of probable context-sensitive corrections are: th → ε/s p
(mostly noise removal) and sh → s/eh ch (as in “question”). In
the latter case it can be argued that the correction replaces one
legitimate pronunciation by another, simply standardizing it. This
normalization effect however is also of use; for example, it sim-
plifies the downstream classification task.

To assess the effect of correction we computed the phone ac-
curacy of P-test recognized withASR trained on P-train before and
after the composition with the Correction Transducer F trained on
H-train.

criterion before correction correction
correction w. context w/o context

substitutions 13.8% 13.2% 13.8%
deletions 8.7% 9.0% 8.7%
insertions 6.3% 5.4% 6.3%

phone error rate 28.8% 27.6% 28.7%

Table 2: Phone error rates before and after context-sensitive and
context-independent corrections.

From Table 2 we see that context-sensitive correction by com-
position has a positive impact on the substitution and insertion
rates. The overall phone error rate drops by 1.2 percent points
(a 4% relative improvement), whereas the impact of context-
independent correction is neglectable. However, this correction
mechanism fails to compensate for deletions made by the ASR.
This may be explained by the fact that our phone recognizer be-
haves in a “cautious” manner, skipping large chunks of the audio
signal (sometimes as large as the entire utterance) unless a reliable
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[10]
nition is possible. Another explanation is that the probabili-
f deletions and substitutions are conditioned on three phones,
as the insertion probabilities only on two (see Eq. (5), (6)),
makes the estimation less specific.

inally, to answer the question whether we would have been
o use the available transcriptions more directly, we trained the
phonotactic model on the same HMIHY-transcriptions that
used to train the Correction Transducer and recognized the P-
ata with it. This resulted in a phone error rate of 29.8% which
nificantly higher than the one achieved using the strategy
ed in Figure 2.

6. Conclusions
esented a method for context-sensitive evaluation of the per-
nce of a phone recognizer. Unlike simple confusion matri-
ur method allows us to assess recognition performance not
in terms of phone confusion pairs but also in terms of the
diate left and right context of the phones. We showed how
nformation can be used in an error correction task to im-
phone recognition accuracy, a task for which the traditional

xt-independent confusion matrix provides no improvement
uracy. We observed that the type of correction employed is
ially effective for the purposes of insertion rate reduction.
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